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Abstract 

Bottom bracket failures have been one of the most common failures in the composite 

bicycle frames produced by the Trek Bicycle Corporation. The bottom bracket is the 

portion of the frame that supports the crank and pedals. An aluminum insert is 

chemically adhered to the composite shell of the Trek frames with an epoxy. This insert 

is the attachment point for the crank assembly, so it is exposed to cyclical and often 

relatively large loads. The most common failure is a disbond in the epoxy. This research 

analyzed a composite bicycle frame using finite element analysis software to help 

determine the stresses in the frame about the point of failure. A model of the entire frame 

and a more detailed model of the bottom bracket region were constructed to perform the 

analysis. The model of the frame was analyzed using a static analysis and loads specified 

by Trek. Results from the frame model were then applied to the bottom bracket model 

for analysis. Stresses as high as 320 Mpa (46, 500 psi) resulted. The stresses and the 

resultant strains cause the failure. A difierent epoxy resin or a different manufacturing 

process will be required to remedy this problem. 



8ackground and Irrlroducdon 

The bicycle is the primary mode of transportation for more than half of the world' s 

population. Over 100 million bicycles are sold each year in the global market. ' The 

bicycle allow riders to eIIlciently and economically attain fairly high speeds and long 

distances of travel. While most bicycle components are presently made from metals, 

including chrome-molybdenum-manganese (cro-moiy) steels, aluminum, and even 

titanium, composite components are becoming more prevalent. In 1996 alone, 195. 3 

million pounds of composite material were used in the bicycle industry. 
' Presently, the 

carbon fiber reinforced epoxy matrix composites are the most common type used for 

bicycle components. These have generally been reserved for high end racing bikes and 

mountain bikes due to their high cost 

Corrrposfre Mureriuh 

Composites achieve unique mechanical properties by combining more than one 

material — the fiber and the matrix. In addition to a high strength to weight ratio, 

composites can be designed for high stiffness and toughness, proper dampening behavior, 

and good fatigue and torsional resistance. Because of their unique characteristics, they 

have been applied in many industries and products. Aircraft and automobile bodies, skis, 

golf club shafts, fishing rods and many other products are now made from composites. 

Structural durability, lightweight construction, and the ability to withstand various 

environmental conditions are all concerns facing bicycle designers. Composite materials 



have been used to produce lightweight, high performance parts for bicycles. While they 

allow for a new freedom in the design of products, their mechanical properties also 

impose limitations. The atiachment of components like the bottom bmcket is one 

challenging issue for engineers. 

The Bicycle E'rome 

Most bicycles use the diamond-truss frame configuration. An example of this frame is 

shown in Figure 1. This frame consists of atop tube, a seat tube, a down tube, ahead 

tube, two chainstays, and two seatstays. The seat tube, the down tube and the chainstays 

converge at the bottom bracket housing. An epoxy is used to adhere the bottom bracket 

insert to the housing. The crank and pedals are tlueaded into to the insert. 
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Pigure 1- The Diamond Truss Fnene (Trek 9800 Shove) 



The Pnoblerrt 

The carbon/epoxy composites used in the bicycle industry are known to be very strong 

yet brittle. In the past, many composite frames have failed when exposed to the high and 

unpredictable loads associated with a crash or even extreme use. Many of these failures 

occur at the attachment points for various components. Bolted joints and special polymer 

adhesives have been two general attachment methods. Actually forming the composite 

around the attachment by winding the fibers or molding the part around the attachment 

are other solutions. These processes are difficult and expensive, though. 

The rear quick release axle, the rear derailleur hanger, the headset, and the bottom 

bracket are all examples of components that need to be attached to the frame. According 

to Trek, the bottom bracket attachment fails the most often. 

Due to its function and position, the bottom bmcket region of the frame experiences large 

cyclical loads. Each variation in the force applied to the pedals loads the composite 

housing/insert assembly differently. Fatigue becomes a major issue in this region of the 

frame. The At between the composite shell and the bottom bracket usually becomes 

loose. In many cases, the epoxy actually disbonds. Solving this problem is a main area 

of research in the industry. Figure 2 shows the placement of the bottom bracket insert 

relative to the housing. 



Composite Bottom Bracket Housing 
(Halft 

Bottom Bracket Insert 

Figure 2 — Exploded View Scbematic of Bottom Bracket Insert and Composite Frame Half 



Finite Element Analysts 

Finite element analysis is a method of numerically analyzing the mechanical, thermal, or 

even electrical condition of a system. The system model is broken into small parts, or 

elements. Each of these elements is connected to the elements around it with nodes. A 

system of nodes and elements is called a mesh. Boundary conditions, loads, and 

mechanical properties are applied to the model, and global results are found by analyzing 

the individual elements. ' 

Initial Work 

During the summer of 1997, some initial work was conducted during the Summer 

Undergraduate Engineering Research Progimn. A simplified two-dimensional model of 

the frame was created and analyzed. For simplicity, only one chainstay and one seatstay 

were used, and they were generated in the plane of the other four beam members of the 

The geometry was defined using scaled two-dimensional drawings and additional data 

from Trek. An International Graphics Exchange System (IGES) file of a fame drawing 

was scaled to actual size using Pro/ENGINEER . Intersection coordinate points for the 

six beam members of the frame were found. The coordinates of these points were 

entered into the MARC/ME&HAT finite element package and used to generate line 

curves. Each curve represented the axis of a beam member of the frame. The curves 

were converted to nodes and elements for use in the finite element analysis. 

The axis of the bottom bracket (axis of pedal rotation) was the origin for the coordinate 

system. 



MARC Element 14 was used to complete the analysis. This element is a thin-walled 

beam with no warping. A closed circular section was used, and the thicknesses and radii 

were specified. This element allows six degrees of &eedom, which include three global 

displacements and three global rotations. The strains include axial stretch, two 

curvatures, and twist per unit length. Axial and shear stresses are given at each of the 16 

numerical integration points. 

Each element was assigned the proper parameters for the analysis. These included the 

material properties, the geometric properties, and the boundary conditions. 

Orthotropic material properties were assigned to each element, and the tube dimensions 

were set to represent an actual composite fame. The material properties were 

determined using CLASS 3. 50, Composite Laminate Analysis Systems. This sofiware 

determines the properties using the stacking sequence and layer properties of the 

composite. The orientation of the material properties was specified for each element. 

Three boundary conditions were applied to the model. The rear axle displacement was 

set to zero and rotation was constmined to the plane of the frame. The head tube was 

constrained to only horizontal displacement and rotation in the plane of the frame, and a 

load of 1000-lb (4448. 2 N) was applied to the node representing the bottom bracket axis 

(see Figure 3). 



Figures — Mentat Madel Showing ~ 
Conditions 

MARC was used to analyze the model shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the magnified 

deformation of the composite frame due to the loading and boundary conditions and 

labels the beam members of the frame. These results were used to verify the accuracy of 

the three-dimensional model of the frame (see hthodv). 

Top Tube 

Chainstay 

Figure 4-Deformed Fnune 

(1 30x Magnification of Defomtation) 



Methods 

For the current research, two models were ~ A global model of the frame was 

analyzed first. The results from that analysis were applied to the more detailed local 

model of the bottom bracket. The coordinate system for each model was located on the 

axis of the bottom bracket. The x-axis was horizontal, the y-axis was vertical, and the z- 

axis was parallel to the axis of the bottom bracket. The x and y axes defined the "plane 

of the frame. " 

The Global Model — The Frame 

The first model created was a three-dimensional model of the entire frame. The model 

was split at the plane of the frame, and only the right half was used for the analysis. This 

reduced the size of the model and simplified the modeling procedure. 

First, a solid model of the frame was co structcd using Pro/ENGINEER. The surfaces 

created by the solid model were exported to Patran, a graphical FEA solbvare package, 

using an IGES file. Each of the surfaces was then converted into a mesh of four side/four 

node thin shell elements. 

It is very important that the elements represent the actual geometry of the model. To 

accomplish this, the elements were constructed using a curvature check. The height of 

the curved section of the frame could not exceed one-tenth the edge length of the 

element. 



After the meshes were created, the boundaries of all the elements did not perfectly align. 

To "knit" the elements together, many of the elements were modified and their adjacent 

nodes were equivalenced. Several three side/three node elements were used to repair the 

mesh. The final model consisted of 8292 elements and 8805 nodes. Figure 5 shows tbe 

finite element (FE) model. 

Figure 5 — 'Finite Element Meair ef Frame 

After the meshing was complete, each element was assigned material properties. The 

same orthotropic material properties used in the initial work were applied to these 

elements. Since directional material properties were applied to each element, an 

orientation of the material was also assigned. A local coordinate system was created for 

each beam in the model. The local x-axis corresponded to the axis of the beam. The 

material properties for each surface mesh were aligned to the appropriate coordinate 

system. 
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Boundary conditions were then applied to the model. These conditions were the same as 

those used to analyze the preliminary two-dimensional model. The rear axle 

displacement was set to zero and rotation was constrained to the plane of the frame, and 

the head tube was constrained to only horizontal displacement and rotation in the plane of 

the frame. A vertical load of 500-lb (2224 N), which is half the actual load, since the 

model is only half the actual model, was applied. The load was distributed equally (93 N 

per node) among 24 nodes on the bottom surface of the bottom bracket mesh. 

An additional boundary condition was applied to the frame model. The nodes on the x-y 

plane were constrained to remain in the x-y plane (zero displacement in the z-direction) 

This constraint is the one that allows only half of the frame to be used for the analysis. 

Since all the loads are parallel to the plane of the fame, and since the fame is symmetric 

about its plane, there is displacement along the center plane of the frame. 

The model was analyzed using Abaqus . The element type was a four node, thin shell 

element — S4R5. It is a doubly curved, reduced integration element with hourglass 

control. There are five integration points per element and five degrees of freedom at each 

node. These include three displacements (u~ u„, and u, ) and two surface rotations. 

The deformation of the frame was observed and compared with that of the previous 

model for accumcy. Three displacement measurements were then taken. One 

measurement was taken from each of the beams that converge into the bottom bracket 

region. The measurement was taken at the position of the beam corresponding to the 

correct application region of the bottom bracket model. 



The Locrrl ModeI — The Brraom Bracker 

Trek provided an IGES file of one of their composite mountain bike bottom brackets. 

This model was imported into Pro/ENGINEER~ and modified for this analysis. It is 

shown in Figure 6. 

Figurc 6 — Bottom Bracket Model as Provided by Trek 

The imported surfaces used to produce this model were copied. This allowed them to be 

modified individually. Some extraneous surfaces were deleted — only the actual shell was 

kept. One of the shell surfaces was damaged however, so it could not be merged with the 

others. After the surfaces composing the right hand side of the model were repaired as 

much as possible in Pro/ENGINEER, they were exported to Patran . There, the rest of 

the damaged surfaces were repaired or replaced using the geometry tools. The final 

surfaces were all meshed using the same criteria as the surfaces of the frame. The mesh 

contained 5471 elements (S4R5) and 5681 nodes. Figure 7 shows the finite element 

model of the bottom bracket 

12 



Figure 7 — Fiaite Elemeut Madel of Bottom Bracket 

Material properties were applied to each element of the bottom bracket model. The 

material was defined as a layered composite. The lamina (layer) properties were defined 

using the data provided by Trek. The layered composite material (laminate) was created 

by stacking the lamina according to the specifications. The laminate properties were 

applied to each element. The laminate orientation was aligned to the default coordinate 

system of each element. 

The boundary conditions applied to the local model were the three displacements found 

using the global model and the symmetry condition. The displacements were applied to 

the elements at the edge of each of the three tubes — the chainsnty, the down tube, and the 

seat tube. The displacernents of each of the ends with respect to one other were the 

important ones. For the analysis, the top of the seat tube was held in place. The 

chainstay and down tube were displaced relative to the seat tube. 

13 



Discussion of Results 

The results of the two-dimensiomd frame (Initial 8'os) matched values obtained using 

classical mechanical calculations. The three&mensional model of the frame deformed in 

a manner consistent with that of the tw~mensional model. This is evident both 

visually (see Figures 4 and 8) and analytically. For example, the bottom bracket node 

deflected 0. 50 inches vertically in the two-dimensional model and 0. 47 inches at one of 

the corresponding nodes of the three dimensional model. 

The lower portion of the bottom bracket is where the load was applied to the three- 

dimensional frame model. In Figure 8, it can be observed that this small region deformed 

much more than the rest of the frame. It should be noted that the deformations in Figures 

4, 8, and 9 are magnified by 130, 50, and 20 times respectively. 

Figure S — Defonncd end Undeformed Fnune 

(50x Magrnfrcerion of Deforrruuion) 
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The resultant displacements, when applied to the bottom bracket, deformed the bracket as 

expected (see Figure 9). The circular region used to attach the bottom bracket deflected 

downward and deformed. According to the model, the lower portion of the circular 

region deformed the most. 

Figure 9 — Deformed and Undeformed Bottcan Bracket 
(20a Magniftcatimt of Deformation) 
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Stresses in the bottom bracket laminae were found to be as high as 320 MPa (46, 400 psi). 

At the edge of the housing, also the edge of the region where the epoxy is applied, 

stresses as high as 70 MPa (10, 000 psi) were recorded. A resultant strain of about 0. 001 

was found also. The stress contour plot for the first layer of the laminate is shown in 

Figure 10. 

Figurc 10 — Stress Contour Plot for First Layer of Composite 
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Conclusions 

The composite housing deforms while the bicycle is in use. This cyclical deformation 

induces various loads in the epoxy bond and causes it to fail. According to the models 

used in this research, the hole in the housing that accepts the bottom bracket insert tends 

to become elliptical. The stresses and strains that result from the loads cause the epoxy to 

fail over time. 

Recommen dan ons 

With the current design, the epoxy used to attach the bottom bracket insert into the 

housing will inevitably be cyclically loaded. Redesigning the housing/insert interface to 

increase the surface area of the epoxy bond will decrease the stresses. Also, if it is 

available, a higher strengh resin system could be used. 

Other options also exist that might reduce the chance of failure. The bottom bracket 

insert could be molded directly into the housing. This option would shorten the load path 

between the insert and the housing and decrease the chance of failure by eliminating the 

weak portion of the design — the adhesive. The very strong composite material and the 

insert would bear the entire load. 

More refined models and physical testing could be used to further this research. The 

current models used all used a constant wall thickness. The actual Trek bottom bracket 

uses doublers to thicken the cross section in high stress areas. If information about the 

location of the doublers was available, it could be incorporated into the model. In 



addinon, symmetric loading is not always applied to bicycles. The loadcases applied to 

the models could be varied to include different (and non-symmetric) loads. Finally, 

dynamic analyses and physical testing would be useful in analyzing the frame. 
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' „rphi i~i:. + "+ 4'fg! r& '=%4ui4st4'":i"visi 

, r" 'element allows stx degrees of freedoin, which include three global displacemrints arid, '. '::. '"::Pq'~„, ' 

f . ' 
three global rotations. The strains include axial'stretch, two curvatures, and twist per unit 

length. Axial and shear stresses are given at each point of the cross section. 16 

numerical integration points are used in the section. 6 

Each element was given the proper parameteni and constraints for the analysis. , These 

parameters included the material properties, the geometric properties, and the bouiidary 

conditions 

L 

, The material was defined with orthotropic properties and the tube dimensions were, 

altered to represent an actual composite frame. . The orthotiopic material properties were 

, ':, I:. ;determin'ed using'CLASS 3. 50, Composite Laminate Analysis Systems', ~This', software, ::~~@""' ' 

';, ;-'-:"determines the lamiriate' properties u'siiig th'e stacking sequence and ianuria prooeAes. of. '~" 

the coinposite. ;::. The orientation of the material propeities was specified for each'efeihent~+ '~"*„i'~~. , F, 

;4. „! - Thre'e boundary. 'conditions were applied to the model. . The rear axle dislilacemen't;was". "-, . ~V', $'i . . ' 

set to zero and rotation was constrained to the plaiie. of the fraine;, '%1ie head tube, 'w'as, : 'g'; ~j 

coristrained to only h'orizontal displaceinent'and rotation iri the'plane. of the frame', and a;, ~)~-. :". &'. . ;: '', , : 1. , 
' 

load of 1000-lb (4448. 2 N) was applied to the'node representing the bottom bracket axis'j;, , *' 

&, i 

z 



Figures — Mentat Model Showing Boundary 
, Conditions 

\ 

MARC was used to analyze the model shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the magnified 

". ':, ~ deformation of the'composite frame due to the loading and boundary conditions and 

bels. thee%earn'members of the frame:, '~;. '4, -. , ':-, 'r 

pp!. 
' 

(1)gx'Maarrifr n OjDefotrnation) ~ . ie. ', t'i;y" ~r'. 

~ c''ni'jj:, et;1, ' '~air. kQ, j. +. &rl: -', . r». ', . 'e, ~, ' ', , ), ksrau . ';rates@it; 



i+ 

:, ;" For the current research, two models were created. ;:, The global 'inodel (the frame), was' ' 

analyzed, and the results from that analysis were applied to the local model (the bottom 

bracket). The coordinate system for each model was located on the axis of the bottom 

bracket. The x-axis was horizontal, the y-axis was vertical, and the z-axis was parallel to 

the axis of the bottom bracket. The x and y axes defined the "plane of the frame. " 

The Global Model — 'The Frame 

The first model to be, created was a three-'dimensional model of the entire frame. The 

model was split at the plane of the frame, and only the right half the model was used for 

the analysis. '' This reduced the size of the model and simplified the'modeling procedure. 

i- g First) a' "olid model of the frame was, cons 'cted using pro/ENGINEER~;- The surfaces '. . -":", 

;;~'cjeated b'y 
' 
the'solid model s're exported . atran ~' a gr p cal FEA ftware packs'ge;"@, 

' 

", . "+&'Perusing an IGES file'. :-' Each of th'e siirfa'ces"was then cony'cited into a' mesh of. four side/four . 

-~:"'nrode thin-shell'clem'e'nts. , 
' '-. :. ', j/j:; '-, '-"- 

~"'. It is very impo 
" 't th'at the'elements i'ep 

' 
nf'the actual geom'etry'@he'elements 'were i. ';. -', , ~. *. '; 

. -";. con'structed using a curvature check: The height of the'curved se'ction of the frame could 

'&:~„';. not, 'exceed one'tenth the edge length™of the" element. ' '. ', '„". -. , ': ', «. . . "'-, 'g;, , 

', Vl „' ' . ;". ' '. ", . "„4, ""';. „'. ' . '. - ', ', i. ::' i'- 
fte e 

' 
esh+'were created& b und 

' 
s of'ill'the el me'nts'. t)id' ot, @rfectly a1igri. '!!". :„". , :~-'";;, 



al model consisted of 8 
' "'' ' ~ ', -". , -. -„'. , ", . „-, . . . «j, , gI, : . , 'n the'pcs 

292 elements and 88p5 
' 

element (FE) model. 

g shows the finite ". "":. . :;": 

, as 
'''' ' ' 

"rialproperties;, Th', ~~ 

g 'r 

*I- 

n~, . wt! 



pp t 
' 

„, td, '(he. 'mo' elves 'cijndi'tIojs were the sanih. a's~&''&, . . , & 

sg o '61yj'e, pre j 'naiy'two-, dimevnrsiorial model. The rear'axle", . 

'p displacement was set to zero and rotation was constrained to the plarie of the frame. The 

head tube was constrained to only horizontal displacement and rotation in the plane of the 

frame. A vertical load of 500-lb (2224 N), which is half the actual load since the model 

is only half the actual model, was applied. The load was distributed equally (93 N per 

"'riode) among 24 nodes on the bottom surface of the bottom bracket mesh. 

Aii additional boundary condition was applied to the frame model. The nodes on the x-y 

::«' plane were constrained to remain in the x-y plane (zero displacement in the z-direction). 
I 

: This constraint is the one that allows only half of the frame to be used for the analysis. 

Since all the loads are parallel to the plane of the frame, and'since the frame is symmetric 

'-, «about its plane, there is displacement along the center plane of the frame. 

e m el was': jiialyz'ed, using Abaqus; The element type was a four node, thin shell '. i;', . =""„';-, , s. , "4:, ;. :: &" 

element — '" 
. S4RS S4RS. is a doiibly curved, reduced integration element with houiglass 

';, '-'~control. ; There a'r e five integration 'points per element and five degrees'of freedoin at each; 

~~ . -"node;-': These include three'displa'criments (u'„, u&„and ug and two sutface rotations. 

, j' ' 
' 

"-„r, . he deformation of the frame was observed and coinpared with that of the previous 
" 

. '„; 

, 4 
f 

" model for accuracy. Three displacement measurements were then taken. One 
! 

5. 

, . '&measurement was 'taken from each of the beams that converge into the bottom bracket 

; 
""-' region. . The measuieinent. w'as' taken at the position of the beam corresponding to the, '. &, „, , ~", "'. "l;: 'j. '„"j~~, " 



ca 

, 
' - 'ffreLocal Mode —, , 

' 
ln Br'acket:. ":, ;~. „. » 

" Trek piovided an IGES file of one of their composite inountain'bike bottom brackets. 

This model was imported into Pro/ENGINEER and modified for this analysis. The 

entire model is shown in Figure 6 

t 

l . I ' l„ 

'I 

", I', ' 
Hgure 6 — Bosom Bracket Model 

The imported surfaces us'ed to produce this model were copied;. This allowed theni to be 

. ~„'o modified indiyiduall . ~:. any'guorfaces'were deleted — "". 'o'nly the'actual shell was kept. 

' ome o 'e shell 
" 

ere'daina 'ed however:: ese ""uidinot be merged with'the' 

e 

'~:, -, 'others. After ihe mode was' p 
' 

as muc possib e, 'the surface's composing the- 

- & right haiid side'of tlie'model. were'exported to Patr'an;Ink Patran:; the rest of the'damaged 

urfaces'-wefe fe ' 

r re laced usin'g the geometry tools, :. The r'esultant'surfaces were ', ' 

, '~"'", -'1Id~aterial properties were a lied to'each eleme' t of the, 'inodel The material wa's defined, 

a)ered compo e A' tuiii a tlayer). pro, e "j'as"'Ilefinedeand then the compyoesite, ;„;, '. . :. . "~'! " . ", ' k, „ 



Seuleleleal, wee \ lvauAl g egal gLllqylpt& e II lkl VP& 

&„'&:Trek. 
' This lips'hl Wm o e, tlie I nun, T pe 

applied to each 'element. . The lamiriate orieiitation wa's aligne with'the individual ''. ". , 

'coordinate system of each element. 

The boundary conditions applied to the local model were the three displacements found 

using the global model. A displacement was applied to the elements at the edge of each 

of the three tubes — the chainstay, the down tube, and the seat tube, The displacements of 

each of the ends with respect to' one other 'were the important ones. For the analysis, the 

top of the seat tube was held in place. The chainstay and down tube were displaced 

relative to the seat tube. 

i, le e 



e'results qf the 2rdimedsjonal fraine (pieviolts research)' matched yal'ueis 4 tartn 

u'sing classical mechanical calculations. The 3-dimensional model of the frame deformed 

x i' 

in a manner consistent with that of the preliminary 2-dimensional model. This is evident 

both visually (Figures 3 and 5) and analytically. 

The lower portion of the bottom bracket is where the load was 'applied to the frame 

model. In Figure 8, it can be observed that this region deformed much more than the rest. 

' 
It should be noted that the deformations in Figures 4, 8, and 9 are magnified by 130, 50, 

and 20 times respectively. 

J. . 
r 

S 

i- s, r;, „ 

Figure S — Deformed aiid Undeformed Prame xr 
". 

, ~;, 'xp:: ":, rex. , dn 

(50x Magnification of Deformation), ";"g, '. '. '. ". '"'„;, . '-. -. 
'". 'l 
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p 
ti„$tt 

U 
' 

P ac tB to e bo o acke;: efo e, 'the. b'raocke ip;. , f ta. ';@. . . '~C-;. &:, 

t 
' 

see Ptguile; e rc a . regiop 'used to attach:the'bottom praciFet deflectnl-», ":~ j' „;r". "~ t' 

'„', 'downward arid deformed. ;, According to the model, the lower portiori of the circular 

" region deformed the most. This deformation would tend to peal the composite housing 

away from the aluminum insert. A tensile stress in the epoxy would result and after 

many cycles of loading, failure could result. 

i 

, . i' 
, I 

Figure 9 — Deformed and Undeform'ed Bottom Bracket " 
(20x Magnification of DeFormation) 

* ' 4, 

Ai 



. " The coniposite oujjng 'defIgms'while. 
' 

e, btcyc/e ijpn use;r. , is cyclical defo'rination' '. . 
1 

induc'es various loads iri the epoxy bond arid causes it to fail. According to the models 

used in this research, 
' 

the hole in the housing that accepts the bottom bracket insert tends 

to elongate vertically. The induced tensile loads in the top and bottom are most likely the 

most damaging, but shear stresses on the sides could also damage the epoxy. 

Reeommendaftons 

With the current design, the epoxy used to attach the bottom bracket insert into the 

housing will inevitabfy be cyclically loaded. Redesigning the housing/insert interface to 

increase the surface area of the epoxy bond will decrease the stresses. Other options exist 

u that might reduce the chance of failure. , The bottom bracket insert could be molded 

'' 
directly into the housing. This option wo'uld shorten' the load path between the insert and 

-'' the housing and decrease'the chance of failure by eliminating tlie. weak portfon of the 
eP aj. c~ v, "~4$('~p. :0i. ;. ;"„', ~;, . " sj 'Qi:y, f~ 

' desig'n". - The very strong comp'osite m'atertal and the tnser't would bear th'e entiie load. 

r 

. , Mo' re reftned models and physical testing could, be' used to further this research; The 

~~: models 'used all had a constant thickness. The ac'tual TreIc bottom bracket uses doublers 

. "- fo thicken the cross section in high stress areas. "-"If infoimation 'about the location of the 

doublers was available, it could be incorporated into the model. In addition, symmetric 

: loading is not always applied to bicycles'. The loadcases, applied to the models could be 

varied to include'different (and non-symmetric) loads. Finally, dynamic analyses could 

jt'be performed'to'simulate ridkn'g'conditions' ~'"i: ''. ~!", &, „", '- 

* 

1 i':I:, :, 



Actual physical testing is always the best type. " . hysical expertmen!atIon on these'p~ait~ &::. '. " ~, ', ~&; Irt'. ";„; 

would be very beneficial. 
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